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Questions and answers 

 

Indicate the correct statement with regard to risk and risk management: 

1. Risk management should be focused on the upside of possible risk events. 

2. A risk event with a high probability of occurring is considered as high risk 

event 

3. Risk management should be focussed on loss preventing measures. 

4. Risk should primarily be view as a negative event 

Risk management should be focussed on both the downside and upside of possible 

risk event. A risk event with a high probability of occurring is considered a high risk 

event. There are two side to risk; the one side tries to prevent a loss or if it occur 

minimising is wile the other side takes a risk with the aim of making a profit. Risk 

management should be focused on both risks and opportunities. In the light of this, 

risk should be viewed from both a positive and negative perspective. 

 

Option contracts are used….. 

1. Mainly as anticipatory hedges 

2. To hedge against operational risk 

3. To hedge against price changes in commodities 

4. To finance financial risks 

Option contracts are used to hedge against price changes in commodities. Forward 

contracts are mainly used as anticipatory hedges. Hedging is used to manage 

financial risk and operational risks are not categorised as financial risk. Option 

contracts are derivatives, which serve a valuable purpose in providing a means to 

manage financial risks, by transferring undesired risk, at a price to another party who 

either want to assume the risk or have other offsetting risks. 

 

Derivatives risk arises from….. 

1.  The failure of customers to pay back loans 

2. Hedging activities 

3. The decrease in the value of financial portfolios due to market movements 

4. The decrease in the value of financial portfolios due to market movements 

5. Fluctuations in exchange rates 

Derivative risk arises from hedging activities or speculation in the market. Credit risk 

arises from the failure of customers to pay back loans. Market risk arises from the 
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decrease in the value of financial portfolios due to market movements. Exchange 

rate risk arises from fluctuations in exchange rates. 

 

Derivatives aims to over the following types of risk: 

a. Prices of commodities 

b. Foreign exchange rates 

c. Equity 

d. Interest rates 

1. A, b, c, d 

2. A, b, c 

3. B, c 

4. C, d 

Derivatives aim to cover risks associated with prices of commodities, foreign 

exchange rates, equity and interest rates. 

 

Credit risk comprises of: 

a. Default risk 

b. Recovery risk  

c. External risk 

d. Exposure risk 

1. A, b, c 

2. A, b, d 

3. A, c, d 

4. A, b, c, d 

Credit risk comprises or default risk, recovery risk and exposure risk. 

 

According to the Basel Committee, 2003, operational risk results from…. 

a. Any non-financial risk exposure 

b. Inadequate and failed internal processes 

c. Failures caused by people and systems 

d. External events  

1. A, b, c, d 

2. A, b, c 

3. B, c, d 

4. A, c 
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According to the Basel Committee, 2003, operational risk results from inadequate 

and failed internal processes, failures caused by people and systems and external 

events. 

 

7 Non-financial risk include amongst other: 

a. Country risks 

b. Strategic risks 

c. Reputational risk 

d. Operational risk 

1. A, b, c, d 

2. A, b, c 

3. A, c, d 

4. B, c, d 

Non-financial risk include amongst others, strategic risk, reputational risk and 

operational risk. Country risk is considered a financial risk. 

 

An organization with a conservative approach towards risk has a(n) ……. attitude 

towards risk. 

1. Indifferent 

2. Risk-taking 

3. Risk-seeking 

4. Risk-averse 

An organization with a conservative approach towards risk has a risk-averse attitude 

towards risk. 

 

The key drivers that increase the risk profiles of organisations are amongst others: 

a. Less vigilant regulatory environment 

b. Increased focused on governance. 

c. Globalisation 

d. More sophisticated consumers. 

1. A, d 

2. B, c, ,d 

3. B, c 

4. A, b, c, d 
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They key drivers that increased the risk profiles of organisation are amongst other, 

more vigilant regulatory environment, increased focus on governance, globalisation 

and more sophisticated consumers. 

 

The top-down approach to the establishment of an operational risk management 

function…. 

1. Defines the operational risk categories 

2. Is the preferred method for the actual management of operational risk 

3. Identify risk exposures 

4. Involves all employees throughout the organisation 

The top-down approach to the establishment of an operational risk management 

function defines the operational risk categories. The bottom-up approach is the 

preferred method for the actual management of operational risk, the identification 

of risk and involves all employees throughout the organisation. 

 

The three pillar of operational risk management and corporate governance in terms 

of the new Basel cord are…. 

1. Compliance, supervision and reporting 

2. Strategic planning, supervision and reporting 

3. Regulatory capital requirements, supervision and market discipline 

4. Risk identification, assessment and control 

The three pillars of operational risk management and corporate governance in term 

of the new Basel Accord are regulatory capital requirements, supervision and market 

disciple. 

 

Corporate governance is defined as … 

1. A prescribed set of rules to define the relationships between an organisation’s 

management, its board, its shareholders and stakeholders 

2. The concern of holding a balance between economic and social goals and 

between individual and communal goals 

3. The practice by which organisations are managed and controlled 

4. The alignment of the interests of individuals, corporations and the community 
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Technological risk can be prevented through data protection measures in the form 

of….. 

1. Back-up systems 

2. Security measures 

3. Firewalls 

4. Password protection 

Technological risks can be prevented through data protection measures in the form 

of firewalls. Back-up systems are considered functional protection while security 

measures such as password protection are considered physical protection. 

13 Which one of the following is an external operational risk driver? 

1. Innovation 

2. cost effectiveness 

3. Risk awareness 

4. Reputation 

Reputation is an external operational risk driver. Innovation are considered an 

internal driver while cost effectiveness and risk awareness are considered 

management drivers. 

 

Enterprise Risk Management (ERM)… 

1. Is considered a silo approach to the management of risk. 

2. Might limit the risk taking capabilities of enterprises. 

3. Should be driven within due cognisance of the overall risk appetite of the 

enterprise 

4. Fails to address the interdependencies between different risk types in an 

efficient manner 

Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) is considered a holistic or comprehensive 

approach to the management of risk. ERM will enhance the risk taking capabilities of 

enterprises by addressing the interdependencies between different risk types in 

efficient manner. ERM should be driven within due cognisance of the overall risk 

appetite of the enterprise. 

 

Market risks….. 

a. Are mainly classified as default, exposure and recovery risk 

b. Can be measured by Scenario analysis 

c. Are indirectly influenced  by interest rate movements in the market 
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d. can be managed through the use of derivatives. 

1. B, d 

2. B, c, d 

3. A, d 

4. A, b, c, d 

Market risks can be measured by Scenario analysis and managed through the use of 

derivatives. Market risks are directly influenced by interest rate movements in the 

market. Credit risks are mainly classified as default, exposure and recovery risk. 

Assignment 2 

 

Process Flow analysis is….. 

1. A quantitative approach to operational risk measurement 

2. A top-down approach to evaluating operational risk 

3. An objective risk evaluation method 

4. Used to compile a risk map 

Process Flow analysis is a qualitative approach to operational risk measurement. It is 

a bottom-up approach to evaluating operational risk. Because it reflects staff’s 

perceptions, it is considered too subjective. Process Flow analysis can be used to 

compile a risk map. It is a qualitative, bottom-up approach to operational risk 

measurement. Because the analysis reflects staff member’s perceptions, it is 

considered subjective. 

 

The risk exposure of a specific business activity before the control measures to 

reduce to potential effect of that activity are taken into account, is referred to as …… 

risk 

1. Residual  

2. Expected 

3. Inherent 

4. Key 

The risk exposure of a specific business activity before the control measures to 

reduce the potential effect of that activity are taken into account is referred to as 

inherent risk. 

 

Quantitative approaches to risk evaluation include amongst others: 
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a. Database modelling 

b. Scenario formulation and analysis 

c. Stochastic modelling 

d. Causal modelling 

1. A, b, c, d 

2. A, b, d 

3. B only 

4. A, c, d 

Quantitative approaches to risk evaluation include amongst others, database 

modelling, stochastic modelling and Causal modelling. Scenario formulation and 

analysis is a qualitative approach to risk evaluation. 

 

Motor vehicle accidents for a business with a motor fleet may typically be… 

1. Classified as a high frequency/low severity losses 

2. Best dealt with by accepting it as an operating expense 

3. Ignored in terms of risk control decision-making 

4. Best dealt with through third-party insurance 

Motor vehicle accidents for a business with a motor fleet may typically be classified 

as low frequency/high severity losses, and best dealt with through third-party 

insurance. Proper control measures should also be put in place to prevent or reduce 

accidents. 

 

Which one of the following is a type of risk control measure to mitigate operational 

risk? 

1. Contingency control 

2. Regressive control 

3. Progressive control 

4. Analytical control 

 

Which of the following is not characteristic of risk control measure? 

1. Logical, focused and verifiable 

2. Monitored constantly and be adaptable to changing circumstances 

3. Must be technological and innovation based 

4. Must be timeous and accurate 
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Detective controls are measured that ensure that profits are identified as soon as it 

earned to increase the organisation’s bottom-line 

1. True 

2. False  

Which one of the following is not a type of operational risk modelling method? 

1. Database modelling 

2. Operational Vale-at-Risk 

3. Stochastic modelling 

4. Needs analysis based modelling 

 

Which one of the following in not seen as a pillar of risk control? 

1. Policies and procedure 

2. External controls 

3. Risk reporting 

4. Internal controls 

 

 

Indicate the correct statements: 

a. Key risk indicators are main components of a data model for operational risk. 

b. Stochastic modelling aims to calculate the Value-at-Risk for an organisation. 

c. The Poisson distribution is used to estimate the frequency of operational risk 

events in the future. 

d. The Monte Carlo simulation model is used to determine the loss distribution 

for the impact of loss events 

1. A, b, c 

2. A, b 

3. A, c 

4. A, c, d 

Key risk indicators are main components of a data model for operational risk. 

Stochastic modelling aim to calculate the Operational Value-at-Risk for an 

organisation. The Poisson distribution is used to estimate the frequency of 

operational risk events in the future. The Monte Carlo simulation model is used to 

arrive at the aggregated loss distribution, which gives the probability of the loss 

amount and is used to determine both the expected and unexpected losses, given 

some confidence level. 
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Fraud is a(n) …….. of risk and requires …… management 

1. Upside proactive 

2. Upside reactive 

3. Downside  proactive 

4. Downside reactive 

Fraud is a downside of risk and requires reactive management. 

 

System downtime is a(n) …. of risk and requires ….. management  

1. Upside proactive 

2. Upside reactive 

3. Downside proactive 

4. Downside  reactive 

 

Risk factors that are related to operational risk are….. 

a. Internal fraud 

b. Movement in prices of commodities 

c. Key person dependency 

d. Data theft 

1. A, b, c, d 

2. A, c, d 

3. A, b, c, 

4. B, c, d 

Risk factors that are related to operational risk are internal fraud, key person 

dependency and data theft. Movement in prices of commodities is regarded a 

financial risk factor. 

 

Risk factors that are related to operational risk are … 

a. Internal fraud 

b. Movement in prices of commodities 

c. Inability to make loan payments 

d. Key person dependency 

1. A, b 

2. B, c 
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3. C, d 

4. D, a 

 

Control methods for operational risk include……. Management 

a. Information security 

b. Business continuity 

c. Operational Value-at-Risk 

d. Causal modelling 

1. A, d 

2. A, b 

3. B, c 

4. C, d 

Control methods for operational risk include information security risk and business 

continuity management. 

 

Indicate the correct equation: 

1. Residual risk = inherent risk – controls 

2. Inherent risk = residual – controls 

3. Residual risk = inherent risk + controls 

4. Inherent risk = residual risk 

Residual risk = inherent risk – controls 

 

10 Indicate the correct statement with regard to risk reporting: 

1. Senior management should be provided with a report on the risk profile of the 

organisation on a daily basis 

2. The disclosure of the effectiveness of the organisation’s risk management 

strategy should preferably be reported to stakeholders on an annual basis 

3. Information on short- and long term business opportunities should be 

provided to line managers on a quarterly basis 

4. Key risk issues should be reported to line managers and risk officials on a 

monthly basis 

Senior management should be provided with a report on the risk profile of the 

organisation on a monthly basis. The disclosure of the effectiveness of the 

organisation’s risk management strategy should preferably be reported to 

stakeholders on an annual basis. Information on short- and long term business 
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opportunities should be provided to executive management on a quarterly basis. Key 

risk issues should be reported to line mangers and risk officials on a daily basis. 

 

Insurance costs may include, amongst others, costs associated with: 

a. Statutory insurance 

b. Captives 

c. Insurance premiums 

d. Handling of self-insured losses 

1. A, c 

2. A, b 

3. A, b, c 

4. A, b, c, d 

Insurance costs may include, amongst others, costs associated with statutory 

insurance and insurance premiums. The costs associated with self-insurance and 

captives are regarded as internal funding. Handling self-insured losses and captive 

funding are classified as internal funding costs or risk financing costs 

 

Indicate the correct statement with regard to risk financing: 

1. Captives are considered as internal insurance 

2. Losses falling within the low frequency/high impact bracket are most suited to 

be financed through internal funds 

3. Risk retention is considered a post-loss financing strategy 

4. Risk appetite is the maximum financial amount a business is capable to accept 

in terms of losses. 

Captives are considered as internal insurance. Losses falling within the low 

frequency/high impact bracket are most suited to be financed through insurance. 

Risk retention is considered a pre-loss financing strategy. Risk appetite is the 

maximum financial amount a business is prepared to accept and tolerate in terms of 

loss in a given time period. 

 

When the repo rate is increased by the government… 

1. The money supply in the country is increased 

2. It normally have a boost effect on the economy 

3. Consumers will have less money to spend durables and investments 

4. The economy of the country will normally receive a boost 
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When the repo rate is increased by the government the money supply in the country 

is decreased. It normally has a dampening effect on the economy. Consumers will 

have less money to spend on durables and investments. The economy of the country 

will normally receive a boost when the repo rate is reduced. 

 

Sources of information external to an organisation that can be used to identify risks 

include, amongst others, the following: 

a. Financial statements 

b. External audits 

c. Changes in legislation and regulations 

d. Staff fraud 

1. A, b, c, d 

2. B, c 

3. A, b, d 

4. A, d 

Sources of information external to an organisation that can be used to identify risks 

include, amongst others, external audits and changes in legislation and regulations. 

Financial statements and staff fraud are internal to the organisation. 

 

Intermediate monitoring of the operational risk management process is….. 

1. Usually conducted by means of, amongst others, supervisory activities and 

reconciliation 

2. An ongoing process and focuses directly on the effectiveness of control 

measures 

3. Done to identify problems on a real-time basis and encourages immediate 

corrective action. 

4. Done via, amongst others, internal audits and activity analysis. 

Intermediate monitoring of the operational risk management process is done via, 

amongst others, internal audits and activity analysis. Continuous monitoring is 

usually conducted by means of, amongst others, supervisory activities and 

reconciliation. It is an ongoing process and focuses directly on the effectiveness of 

control measures. It is done to identify problems on a real-time basis and encourage 

immediate corrective action. 

 

Forward contracts….. 
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1. Are used mainly as anticipatory hedges. 

2. Are used to provide leverage or gearing. 

3. Are used to hedge against operational risk. 

4. Allow investors to transform current commitments in an attempt to match up 

changing circumstances and expectations. 

 

Financial risk include amongst others: 

1. Country risks, credit risks and strategic risks 

2. Strategic risk, Operational risks and reputational risks 

3. Credit risk, currency risks and market risks 

4. Operational risks, credit risks and market risks 

 

Financial risk include amongst others 

a. Country risks 

b. Strategic risks 

c. Credit risk 

d. Price risk 

1. A, b, c, d 

2. B, c, d 

3. A, c, d 

4. A, b, c,  

 

 

An enterprise risk management approach to risk management… 

a. Addresses interdependencies between different risks in an organisation. 

b. Promotes the exploration of opportunities 

c. Enhances the shareholder value of the organisation. 

d. Concentrates on the reduction of uncertainty and operational risk 

management 

1. A, b, c, d, 

2. C, d 

3. B, c 

4. A, b, c 
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The attitude towards risk that requires an increase in return for an increase in risk…. 

1. Is not conducive for taking any risks to enhance the business 

2. Is considered a conservative approach to risk management 

3. Normally related to speculation 

4. Is referred to as a risk-seeking approach to risk management 

 

When the repo rate is decreased by the Reserve Bank…. 

1. Interest rates of financial institutions are indirectly influenced 

2. The economy of the country will normally receive a boost 

3. Consumers will have less money to spend on durables and investments 

4. It normally has a dampening effect on the economy 

 

The bottom-up approach to the establishment of an operational risk management 

function involves…. 

1. Identifying risk exposures (fig3.2) 

2. Formulating a definition for operational risk 

3. Defining the operational risk categories 

4. Developing a risk culture 

 

Which one of the following is an internal operational risk driver? 

1. Innovation  

2. Cost effectiveness 

3. Reputation 

4. Market events 

Internal drivers are: products and services – operational losses – capital 

requirements – technology and systems – business strategy – innovation – processes 

– staff requirements 

 

The following strategic risk factors will influence the business strategy, once 

formulated: 

a. Risk culture of the business 

b. Reputation 

c. Correct timing 

d. Sound legislation procedures 
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1. A, b, c 

2. B, c, d 

3. A, c, d 

4. A, b, c, d 

The strategic risks that will influence the business strategy, once formulated are: Risk 

culture of the organisation – External risks – Time factor – Legislation 

 

Indicate the correct statement with regard to operational risk 

1. The main factors of operational risk are people, processes and external events 

2. Internal operational factors should be reviewed in terms of capacity and 

capability 

3. Causes and effects of loss events can be classified in terms of frequency and 

impact 

4. Business strategy has little effect on operational risks 

 

Market risk is the risk of a decrease in the value of financial portfolio as a result of 

adverse movement in market variables such as…. 

a. Prices of commodities 

b. Foreign exchange 

c. Equity 

d. Interest rates 

1. A, b, c 

2. C, d 

3. B, c 

4. A, b, c, d 

 

Technological risks can be prevented through functional protection measures in the 

form of ….. 

1. Firewalls 

2. Security measures 

3. Back-up systems 

4. Password protection 

Proactive preventative measures against technology risk exposures: 

- Physical risk – for example, security measures to prevent theft 
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- Functional protection – for example, back-up systems to ensure the 

continued functionality of the systems 

- Data protection – for example, firewalls to prevent viruses 

 

 

External sub-risk factors of operational risk include …… 

1. Fraudulent actions 

2. Money laundering 

3. Data theft 

4. Recording processes 

List of typical examples of external sub-risk factors of operational risk: 

- Outsourcing risk  

- Information security 

- Physical security 

- Money laundering 

- Compliance/regulations 

- Economic and political activities 

- Financial reporting 

- Tax 

- Legal (litigation) 

- Natural disasters and catastrophes 

- Terrorist threats 

- Industrial and labour unions 

- Strikes 

- Criminal activities 

 

 

The three pillars of the New Basel Capital Accord are as follows: 

1. Regulatory capital requirements, supervisory oversight and market discipline 

2. Internal, external and environmental risk factors 

3. Risk assessment, control and mitigation 

4. Supervisory capital requirements, monitoring and risk management discipline 

Three pillars are  

1. Regulatory capital requirements 

2. Supervisory oversight 
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3. Market discipline 

 

 

The operational risk management framework comprises of … 

1. Identification, assessment, control and financing 

2. Strategy, culture, structure and process 

3. Vision, mission, environment and goals and objectives 

4. Data, risk appetite, objectives and action plans 

 

Identified risks can be managed through … 

a. Avoidance 

b. Acceptance 

c. Financing 

d. Reduction 

e. Transfer 

1. A, b, d, e,  

2. A, b, c, d 

3. B, c, d, e 

4. A, b, c, d, e 

 

Identified risk can be managed through 

a. Reduction 

b. Financing 

c. Avoidance 

d. Transfer 

e. Retention 

f. Acceptance 

1. All of the above 

2. A, b, c, d, e 

3. A, c, d, f 

4. C, d, e, f 

 

Indicate the correct statement with regard to residual risk. 

1. Where residual risk shows low risk, it is regarded as a key risk indicator. 
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2. Residual risk is the risk before control measures are taking into account 

3. Residual risk is a product of the probability rating and the rating of control 

measures 

4. High residual risk requires reactive decisions to prevent the risk from 

occurring. 

 

Indicate the correct statement: 

1. The impact of risk exposures can be rated as probably, possible and remote 

2. The qualitative approach to risk evaluation aims to quantify risk in numerical 

terms 

3. The likelihood of risk exposures can be rated as probably, possible and remote 

4. Using scales to determine the impact of a potential loss is an example of a 

quantitative approach. 

 

Risk self-assessment … 

1. Is a top-down approach to evaluating operational risk 

2. Is based on expert opinion 

3. Could result in an objective reflection of the risk 

4. Eliminates changes of duplication 

 

The following factors should be considered during risk evaluation: 

a. The potential financial impact of the risk event 

b. The potential reputational effect should the loss occur 

c. The significance of the risk and likelihood of the loss 

d. The cost of risk controls in relation to potential loss. 

1. A, b, c 

2. A, c, d 

3. A, b, d 

4. A, b, c, d 

 

The cost of risk comprises 

a. Management time involved in risk identification and evaluation 

b. Opportunity cost by choosing between investment alternative 

c. Risk training and seminars attended by risk and other staff 

d. Uninsurable losses 
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1. A, b, c 

2. B, c, d 

3. D, a, b 

4. A, c, d 

 

 

 

Quantitative approaches to risk evaluation include: 

a. Database modelling 

b. Risk process flow analysis 

c. Stochastic modelling 

d. Causal modelling 

1. A, b, c, d 

2. B only 

3. A, c, d 

4. A, b, d 

 

Indicate the correct equation: 

1. Residual risk = inherent risk – controls 

2. Residual risk = inherent risk + controls 

3. Inherent risk = key risk – controls 

4. Inherent risk = residual risk 

 

In order to ensure an appropriate measure of operational risk across the 

organisation, measurements should … 

a. Subjective 

b. Auditable 

c. Relevant 

d. Consistent 

1. B, c, d 

2. A, c, d 

3. A only 

4. A, b, d 
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The main components of data model for operational risk are as follows: 

1. Operational loss data, key risk indicators and qualitative measures. 

2. Key risk indicators, qualitative and quantitative measures 

3. Risk and control self-assessments, risk process flow analysis and scenario 

analysis 

4. Stochastic modelling, casual modelling and Value-at-Risk 

 

Low-frequency, high-severity types losses would be best dealt with through … 

1. Avoidance 

2. Transfer 

3. Acceptance 

4. Reduction 

Risk quadrant Examples of loss Proposed action 

High-frequency/High-
severity 

These losses are usually 
linked to a specific 
business. If a trading desk, 
for example, experiences 
a high number of losses 
by investing in high-risk 
shares, management 
must decide whether this 
risk should be avoided or 
not 

Avoid the business and 
the risk 

High-frequency/Low-
severity 

Cheque fraud and card 
fraud 

Internal controls should 
be in place/upgraded, for 
example, security checks 
and segregation of duties 

Low-frequency/high-
severity 

Examples are losses 
resulting from fire, floods, 
robberies and theft 

Third-party insurance 

Low-frequency/Low-
severity 

Shortfalls in petty cash Accept as operating loss 

 

The pillars of risk control are as follows: 

1. Avoidance, reduction, acceptance and transfer 

2. Prevention, detection and contingency control 

3. Organisational structure, policies and procedures, controls and reporting 

4. Information and communication, monitoring, evaluating 
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Risk reporting on the risk profile and business performance should be done on a …….. 

basis and directed to …….. 

1. Daily   senior management 

2. Daily   executive management 

3. Monthly  senior management 

4. Annual  shareholders and public 

  Target Group 

Daily risk reports Identify key issues 
requiring immediate 
attention 

Line managers and risk 
officers 

Monthly risk reports Report on risk profile, 
business performance 
and risk implications 

Senior management 

Quarterly risk reports Report on shareholder 
value in terms of capital 
allocation for risk and 
short – and long – term 
business opportunities  

Executive management 

Annual risk reports Disclosure of the 
effectiveness of the 
organisation’s risk 
management 

Stakeholders and public 

 

Pre-financing of operational risk include … 

1. Cash resources 

2. Debt 

3. Insurance 

4. Equity 

 

Internal controls and loss prevention expenses include amongst others: 

a. Operational risk system costs 

b. Cost of segregation of duties 

c. Cost of procedure manuals 

d. Cost of reporting 

1. A, c, d 

2. A only 

3. A, b, d 
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4. B, c, d 

 

Risk transfer … 

1. Entails the physical transfer of an organisation’s risk to a third party 

2. Is suitable for most areas of operational risk 

3. Is considered a cost-effective mitigation technique 

4. Entails the transfer of the financial effect of the risk to a third party 

 

Indicate the correct statement: 

1. Retained risk may be funded or unfunded 

2. An example of funded retained risk is insurance 

3. Unfunded retained risk is suitable for low-frequency, high-impact losses 

4. Funded risk retention is suitable for uninsurable risks 

Derivatives aim to cover ……. Risk 

1. Operational 

2. Process 

3. Strategic 

4. Currency 

 

The main risk factors of operational risk include 

1. People, processes, systems, external factors 

2. People, processes and systems 

3. People, processes, systems, impact on strategy and external factors 

4. Processes, systems, technology and reputational factors 

 

Residual risk is 

a. A product of the probability rating and the rating of severity 

b. The risk after control measures are taken into account 

c. Regarded as a key risk indicator where it shows high risk 

d. Equal to inherent risk less controls 

1. A, b, c 

2. B, c 

3. B, c, d 

4. A, b, c, d 
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The cost of insurance comprises of 

a. Statutory insurance premiums 

b. Opportunity cost 

c. Tax implications of premiums 

d. Excess payments 

1. A, b, c 

2. A, c 

3. A, b, d 

4. A, b, c, d 

Insurance cost has the following two components: 

- Direct insurance cost: This is the total of all the insurance premiums and the 

opportunity cost of the funds used to pay the premiums, the tax implications 

of premiums and claims and the cost of capital relative to the value of the 

claims. Statutory insurance premiums, such as workers’ compensation and 

unemployment insurance, reduced with any claims, must also be included. 

- Opportunity cost: The money spent on insurance premiums instead of 

investing those funds to improve production and thereby forego the 

opportunity to generate more profit for the entity. 

 

Pre-loss risk financing includes amongst others 

a. Insurance 

b. Equity funding 

c. Cash resources 

d. Retention funding 

1. A, b, c 

2. A, d 

3. B, c 

4. A, b, c, d 

Pre-loss financing: Insurance, retention funding 

Post-loss financing: Cash resources, debt or equity 

Risk self-assessment 

a. Is a typical bottom-up approach to evaluating operational risk 

b. May lead to similar perceptions of risks between business units 

c. Is a qualitative approach to risk evaluation 
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d. Is based on expert opinion 

1. A, b, c 

2. A, c, d 

3. A, b, d 

4. A, b, c, d 

 

Qualitative approaches to risk evaluation include 

a. Database modelling 

b. Risk process flow analysis 

c. Stochastic modelling 

d. Causal modelling 

1. A, b, c, d 

2. A, c, d 

3. B only 

4. A, b, d 

 

The frequent loss of laptop computers by staff members in an organisation can best 

be mitigated through risk 

1. Transfer to a third party 

2. Acceptance 

3. Avoidance 

4. Control 

 

Loss distributions that can be used to illustrate the impact of loss events include, 

amongst others, the following distributions 

a. Lognormal  

b. Pareto 

c. Poisson 

d. Binomial 

1. A, b 

2. B, c 

3. C, d 

4. A only 

 

The pillars of risk control are as follows 
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1. Organisational structure, policies and procedures, internal controls and risk 

reporting 

2. Risk culture, common language, risk reporting and risk outcomes 

3. External environment, internal environment, business processes and market 

discipline 

4. Regulatory capital requirements, supervisory oversight and market disciple 

 

 

Question (10 mark) 

Evaluate the accuracy of each of the following statements. Indicate whether you 

consider the statement accurate or not and provide a full motivation for your 

answer. All Questions are True or False. 

1. There is no upside to operational risk 

- False 

o Risk has both an upside and downside. Operational risk mostly 

involves the downside of risk as a result of the uncertainty of the 

outcomes of operational risk events. Operational risk managers 

often try to reduce the variance between anticipated outcomes and 

actual results. In the light of this, one can regard the upside of 

operational risk as an investment in effective control measures to 

prevent losses. A reduction in losses can be regarded as a positive 

outcome of the investment. 

2. Where a bank is unable to meet expected demands for cash it means that the 

bank is illiquid and insolvent 

- False  

o Liquidity refers to the ability of an organisation to meet expected an 

unexpected demands for cash. Should the organisation not be able 

to do so, it does not necessarily mean that the organisation is 

insolvent. The bank might have more assets than liabilities but it 

might find it difficult to liquidate the assets at the time. Insolvency 

implies that the liabilities of the bank are more than the assets. 

3. Risk appetite refers to the financial capacity of an organisation 

- False  

o Risk appetite is the financial amount that an organisation is 

prepared to accept and tolerate as a financial loss in a given time 

period. Financial capacity refers to the financial strength of the 

organisation. 
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4. Expected losses such as a shortfall I petty cash should be financed through 

internal funding. 

- False 

o These losses are normally of a low severity/low frequency nature 

and are most suited to be financed as part of operations and part of 

the risk tolerance – thus an operating loss which is accepted and 

written off by the organisation. Internal funding will apply when 

provision is specifically made for losses by means of, for example, 

reserves. 

5. The investment in preventative controls can be considered as an upside of 

operational risk 

- True 

o Operational risk managers often try to reduce the variance between 

anticipated outcomes and actual results. In the light of this, one can 

regard the upside of operational risk as an investment in effective 

control measures to prevent losses. A reduction in losses because of 

the implementation of the control measures can be regarded as a 

positive outcome of the investment. 

6. Business continuity management requires a reactive approach towards risk 

events 

 

7. The qualitative approach to risk evaluation leads to objective results 

 

- False 

- Process Flow analysis is a qualitative approach to operational risk 

measurement. It is a bottom-up approach to evaluating operational risk. 

Because it reflects staff’s perceptions, it is considered too subjective. 

Process Flow analysis can be used to compile a risk map. It is a qualitative, 

bottom-up approach to operational risk measurement. Because the 

analysis reflects staff member’s perceptions, it is considered subjective. 

 

 

8. For a risk to be transferable, it must be fortuitous 

- True 

o Before the decision is taken about whether or not a risk should be 

transferred, certain criteria may be applied to determine the 

feasibility of transferring a risk. 

▪ There must be a large number of homogeneous exposures. 

These exposures display similar expectations of loss. 
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▪ The insured group must be independent and hence, not 

exposed to a catastrophe, the consequences of which cannot 

be estimated. 

▪ The occurrence of the event insured against must be 

fortuitous, meaning that the timing and severity of the loss 

should be entirely out of the control of the insured. 

▪ If the peril insured against produces a loss, then this must be 

definite in time and quantum. 

▪ The premium must be reasonable in relation to the potential 

financial loss. 

 

9. A loss caused by the incorrect capturing of the static data of a Greece Bond is 

an example of country risk 

- False 

o Effective management of country risk requires an integration of 

assessments, policies and processes, as well as internal and external 

information. Risk arises when conditions or events in a particular 

country reduce the ability of counterparties in that country to meet 

their obligation. These conditions could include things such as the 

imposition of exchange controls, a debt moratorium, insufficient 

foreign exchange, political instability and civil war. 

 

10. The loss incurred with the implementation of the credit default swap 

evaluation model is an example of model risk, which is a sub-component of 

operational risk 

 

11. Reconciliations are examples of continuous monitoring methods 

 

12. Irregular but severe losses should be financed through internal funding 

 

 

13. When the repo rate is increased by the government the money supply in the 

country is increased 

 

 

14. All operational risks are insurable 
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15. The underlying operational risk factors are internal fraud, process, and 

system. 

 

- False  

o The underlying factors of operational risk are people, processes, 

systems and external events 

 

16. The strategic planning process for operational risk management consists of 

the following steps. Risk identification – Risk assessment – Risk control – Risk 

financing – Risk monitoring and reporting 

- False  

o A strategic planning process for operational risk management 

consists of these steps 

1. Collate data 

2. Evaluate data 

3. Determine the operational risk appetite 

4. Formulate risk management objectives 

5. Monitoring and reporting 

 

17. Young (2006) identifies three drivers for operational risk. A change in 

regulations, such as the new Solvency Assessment and Management (SAM) 

that must be implemented by South African insurance companies in 2016 is a 

typical example of a management driver 

o Management drivers are a third major operational risk or 

management driver as issues such as accountability, performance 

measures and risk awareness emphasise the importance of 

operational risk management 

 

 

18. When a company decides to outsource a function or process to a third party, 

the company is also transferring the risk 

- False  

 

19. Risk retention means that the risk can under no circumstances be transferred 

to a third party 

 

- False 

o Risk can be transferred but it is not. When risk is not transferred, it 

is retained, and such retained risk may be funded or unfunded. Risk 
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is unfunded and retained when no specific provision is made for the 

financial consequences of a loss 

 

20. Sources of risk financing can be internal and external. The issuing of 

shares/equity is a form of external financing 

 

21. The allocation of capital to operational risk by banks can be regarded as an 

effective risk financing technique during unexpected, catastrophic incidents. 

 

- True 

o The risk category of low-frequency/high-impact, the risk financing 

mechanism you use capital allocation in unexpected catastrophic 

events 

 

22. Risk monitoring will typically be separate and distinct activities performed by 

the internal audit function 

 

23. Reporting forms an important part of the risk monitoring process 

 

- True 

o Reporting is an integral part of the monitoring process. The aim of 

reporting during a risk monitoring process, it the communication of 

deficiencies or shortcomings of the operational risk management 

process. 

 

24. Young (2006) indicates that basic components should be in a place to ensure 

an effective risk control process. The components would include laws and 

regulations, policies and procedures and internal controls. 

 

- False 

o In order to ensure effective risk control process, it is imperative that 

certain basic components are put into place. The components are: 

▪ Organisational structure 

▪ Policies and procedures 

▪ Internal controls 

▪ Risk reporting 

 

25. According to Young (2006), the practices available for the mitigation of risks 

can be divided into the following categories: Transfer – Avoid – Treat – Accept  
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- False 

o The practices available for the mitigation of risks, together with 

tools that may assist are divided into the following categories: Risk 

acceptance/tolerance – Risk control/treatment – Risk transfer – Risk 

avoidance/termination 

 

26. A possible tool that can be used to reduce or minimise inherent risk is to 

develop formal processes 

 

27. Is your property located in a high risk area? Your flood exposure can be 

determined using available, local or national, flood map systems. If your 

facility is exposed or if several locations of your company are exposed to 

flood, it is recommended that a formal flood disaster recovery plan be 

formulated by the central operative management of your company to protect 

the site (Zurich Insurance Group 2013) 

 

- The disaster recovery plan that insurer refers to is an example of a 

contingency control measure 

 

 

28. The Hessen labour heard that the man was supposed to transfer just $62.40 

from a bank account belonging to a retiree, but instead “fell asleep for an 

instant, while pushing onto the number 2 key on the keyboard” – making it 

huge $222 222 222 22 order (Fin 24 2013/06/11) 

- The above incident is an example of people risk 

- True 

o People risk can be defined as the risk of loss caused internationally 

or unintentionally by an employee. 

 

29. Business-process analysis comprises 80% of the work of building a successful 

automated system, writes Alexander Mehlhorn. 

- The moment you reach any kind of scale as a business, you simply cannot 

rely on manual ways of doing things anymore. About 90% of companies 

still do everything with spreadsheets and phone calls, and it is one of the 

reasons 90% of companies are still small companies. When things stay 

manual too long, you make mistakes, slow down and start losing 

customers. (Business Day 2014/09/04) 

- The above is an example of systems risk 
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- True 

o System risk includes all technology risks, including external 

pressures such as the risk of not keeping up with the progress of 

changing or developing a technology. 

o Typical system risks are: 

▪ Systems failures 

▪ Security breaches 

▪ Non-development of systems and implementation failure 

▪ Insufficient systems capacity 

▪ Poor data integrity 

▪ Equipment failure 

▪ Data theft 

▪ Destruction of systems 

▪ Obsolescence 

 

30. Operational risk is speculative in nature 

 

31. The three pillars of operational risk management and corporate governance in 

terms of the new Basel Accord are regulation, supervision and control 

 

- The three pillars of operational risk management and corporate 

governance in terms of the new Basel Accord are regulatory capital 

requirements, supervision and market discipline 

 

32. Speculators in the financial markets normally have an indifferent attitude 

towards risk 

 

33. In terms of good corporate governance, the risk committee should be 

responsible for determining the levels of risk tolerance for the organisation 

 

- False 

o Regarding the governance of risk, the board’s responsibility for risk 

governance are: 

▪ The board should be responsible for the governance of risk 

▪ The board should determine the levels of risk tolerance 

▪ The risk committee or audit committee should assist the 

board in carrying out its risk responsibilities 
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34. Operational risk management drivers include internal, external and regulatory 

drivers 

 

- False 

o Operational risk management drivers include internal, external and 

management drivers 

 

35. A Hybrid approach to risk measurement is the preferred approach and 

provides a more realistic reflection of reality 

 

36. Insurance cost includes unreimbursed losses arising from excess on insurance 

policies and inadequate sums insured 

 

- False 

o Insurance has two components: 

▪ Direct insurance cost: This is the total of all the insurance 

premiums and the opportunity cost of the funds used to pay 

the premiums, the tax implications of premiums and claims 

and the cost of capital relative to the values of the claims. 

Statutory insurance premiums, such as workers’ 

compensation and unemployment insurance, reduced with 

any claims, must also be included. 

▪ Opportunity cost: The money spent on insurance premiums 

instead of investing those funds to improve production and 

thereby forego the opportunity to generate more profit for 

the entity 

 

37. Retention funding in considered a pre-loss funding strategy 

 

- True 

o Pre-loss financing: Insurance, retention funding 

o Post-loss financing: Cash resources, debt or equity funding 

o  

 

38. Technology and systems are examples of external drivers 

 

39.  of operational risk management 

- False 
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o The external drivers arise from external organisations and 

influences and affect the organisation by means of, for example, 

regulatory requirements and competition 

▪ External drivers are: 

• Regulatory requirements 

• Market events 

• Stakeholder performance 

• Competition 

• Reputation 

o Internal drivers occur as a result of activities and actions performed 

to managed the business of the organisation effectively, for 

example the business strategy used to influence staff, systems and 

processes. These could be regarded as the drivers of operational 

risk or management that must be managed to ensure a profitable 

business. 

▪ Internal drivers are: 

• Products and services 

• Operational losses 

• Capital requirements 

• Technology and systems  

• Business strategy 

• Innovation 

• Processes 

• Staff requirements 

o Management drivers are a third major operational risk or 

management driver as issues such as accountability, performance 

measures and risk awareness emphasise the importance of 

operational risk management 

▪ Management drivers are: 

• Accountability and governance 

• Risk awareness 

• Monitoring of risk 

• Cost effectiveness 

• Change 

• Performance measures 

• Standards 

 

40. The actual management operational risk should be performed by means of a 

bottom-up approach 
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- True 

o The actual management of operational risk should be performed by 

means of a bottom-up approach so that management can receive 

accurate information on which to base its control decisions, and can 

therefore implement control measures as soon as possible to 

prevent a risk event from occurring. 

 

41. Equity funding is an example of a pre-loss risk funding strategy 

 

- False 

o Pre-loss risk funding strategy examples are insurance and retention 

funding. 

o Post-loss financing: Cash resources, debt or equity funding 

 

42. Risk transfer entails the physical transfer of the risk to a third party 

 

- False 

o Risk transfer is that the financial effect of risk can be transferred to 

a third party (insurance company) which is willing to share the risk 

at a price (premium) 

 

43. Process analysis in an example of a continuous monitoring method 

- False 

o Continuous monitory is an ongoing process to determine the 

relevance of risks, the effectiveness of controls, and the changes in 

the environment and objectives. Continuous monitoring usually 

takes place during the normal course of business activities by means 

of, for example, supervisory activities, routine tasks and 

reconciliations. The main advantage of this monitoring method is 

that it identifies problems on a real-time basis, which encourages 

immediate corrective actions. 

 

44. Self-insurance can be achieved by way of captives 

 

- True 

o Self-insurance can be achieved by way of captives. A captives is an 

insurance company that is owned by a parent company, and writes 

insurance policies mostly for that parent company. 
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45. Financial risks are insurable risks 

 

- True 

o Although financial risks can be insured, financial risks are not always 

insured by insurance companies. It is generally accepted that 

speculative risk is rarely insured, because of the following reasons: 

▪ There are limited adequate statistics available to predict the 

probability of a loss 

▪ The probability of a loss may be too high to make insurance a 

practical mechanism to cover a loss 

▪ The insurance premium might be too high, which will defeat 

the objective of a speculative risk, which is to make the 

highest possible profit 

 

 

 

Question (10 marks) 

List and explain the cost components that comprise the overall cost of risk for a 

business organisation 

The overall cost of risk can be the sum of the following: 

- Maintenance and management costs or administrative costs: This 

comprises the administration expenses involved and budgeted for 

operational risk. This include the staff cost of operational risk practitioners 

and their travel and accommodation expenses, operational risk system 

costs, external consultancy services and other general expenses. It also 

include clerical cost in the handling of insurance mater, handling of self-

insured losses, reporting and investigating loss occurrences and cost of an 

in-house risk management function. 

- Internal control (risk control) and loss prevention expenses: internal 

controls are one of the most important aspects of risk management. Cost 

associated with internal controls include cost of segregation of duties, cost 

of hardware and software, cost of external evaluation programmes to 

determine the effectiveness of processes and procedures, cost of 

procedure manuals and cost of training supervisors. Loss prevention costs 

include staff costs, loss prevention system costs, cost of reporting and 

reward schemes. You could also have referred to depreciation costs on 

major capital costs to reduce risks, cost of time assumed in identifying and 
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evaluation of risk, subscriptions to safety journals, and management time 

invested in risk control. 

- Unreimbursed and uncovered operational losses: These refer to losses 

that had to written off as irrecoverable losses. It also refer to excesses 

provided on insurance premium, inadequate sums insured, repudiation of 

claims due to breach of policy warrantees and conditions, uninsurable 

losses and losses not paid due to insolvency of the insurer. 

- Internal funding or self-funding: Internal funding is the provision of fund 

for predetermined potential losses due to normal operating procedures. 

Internal funding can be on a funding basis through reserves and captivities 

or a non-funded basis, where the loss is funded as an operational expense. 

- External insurance premiums: Insurance cost comprises of both direct 

insurance cost and opportunity cost. Direct costs involve the total of all 

premiums, the tax implications of premiums and claims and the cost of 

capital relatively to the value of claims. Statutory insurance premiums 

should also be added. Direct costs are reduced by claims payments. 

Opportunity cost refers to the money spend on insurance premiums 

instead of investing those funds to improve production and thereby 

foregoing the opportunity to generate more profit for the organisation. 

 

Question (5 marks) 

Explain the nature and functions of derivatives in the financial markets and list three 

groups/types of derivatives 

Derivatives serve a valuable purpose in providing a means of managing financial 

risks. Derivatives can transfer, at a price, any undesirable risk to another party who 

want either to assume risk or have another offsetting risk. Derivatives are contracts 

between counterparties and aim to cover interest rates, foreign exchange rates, 

commodities and equities. 

Derivatives are divided into three main groups: 

- Forwards and Futures which are used mainly as anticipatory hedges – 

having to buy or sell a specific asset/commodity in the future. 

- Options which are used to provide leverage or gearing. 

- Swaps which allows investors to transform current commitments in an 

attempt to match up with changing circumstances and expectations. 

 

Question (10 marks) 
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Identify and discuss the four primary operational risk factors that face business 

organisations. In your answer define each primary risk factor and explain its main 

drivers or components. Use examples to highlight your answer 

The four main risk factors of operational risk include: 

- Processes: The processes operated by the organisation. Driven by incorrect 

data input, inadequate processes leading to time delays and inefficiencies. 

- People: The people employed by the organisation to help operate and 

manage the processes. Drivers include human errors, fraud, and 

dependency on key staff. Also low morale, working culture, ill-informed 

decision-making, incompetent staff. It also includes the inability of an 

organisation to recruit, train and retain the correct mix of skilled people. 

- Systems: The systems used to support the processes, driven by system 

failures, system integrity, outdated systems suitability and system support. 

- External factors: The risk resulting from the external environment in which 

the organisation operates. Drivers include business interruption, changes 

in regulations, contractual failures, Acts of God, crime, suppliers, 

information security, financial reporting and external fraud. 

 

Question (4 marks) 

Distinguish between financial and non-financial risks. Give an example of each 

Non-financial risks could be described as those risk exposures that could negatively 

influence the operations of an organisation and ultimately incur losses of a 

quantitative or qualitative nature, indirectly influencing the profitability of the 

business. Examples are operational risk, legal risk, strategic risk and reputational risk. 

Financial risks could be seen as those risk exposures that will lead to a direct financial 

loss and negatively influence the profitability of the organisation. Examples are credit 

risk, market risk and liquidity risk. 

 

Question (6 marks) 

Briefly explain three strategic risks that will influence the business strategy, once it is 

formulated 

The strategic risks that will influence the business strategy, once formulated are: 

- Risk culture of the organisation. If a strategy is aligned with the culture of 

the organisation, which includes the values and management principles, 

the chances of a successful strategy is high 
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- External risk. There are various external risks an organisation faces during 

the implementation of a strategy. For example, the so-called triple bottom 

line such as the economic, environmental and social aspects of the 

organisation’s activities. 

- Time factor. A good business strategy is dependent on the correct timing. 

Should the strategy be implemented at the wrong time it could lead to the 

failure of the business. 

- Legislation. It is important that the organisation have sound legislation 

processes, which will, for example, ensure accurate business contracts 

especially if the strategy is dependent on external contractors. 

 

Question (6 marks) 

Identify and briefly explain the three main components of a data model for 

operational risk 

The main components of a data model for operational risk are: 

- Operational loss data. This includes data on all the losses that have had a 

direct impact on the results of an organisation. 

- Key risk indicators. Risk indicators involve the identification of specific 

factors, which indicate potential operational failures. 

- Qualitative measures. The qualitative measures used to evaluate 

operational risk can also serve as components for database modelling, for 

example, risk and control self-assessments, risk process flow analysis and 

scenario. 

Question (4 marks) 

List four guidelines that an operational risk measurement process should adhere to 

in order to ensure an appropriate measure of operational risk across the organisation 

1. Reliability 

2. Auditability 

3. Objectivity 

4. Consistency 

5. Relevance 

6. Transparency 

7. Enterprise-wide 

8. Completeness 

 

Question (6) 
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Identify and explain three types of risk control that need to be in place in order to 

mitigate operational risk in an organisation. 

It is essential for an organisation to have the following three types of risk control in 

place in order to mitigate operational risk: 

1. Preventative controls. These are control measures that are put in place In 

order to prevent a loss event from occurring, for example, segregation of 

duties in order to prevent fraud and errors by employees. 

2. Detective controls. These are control measures that ensure that a loss event 

is identified as soon as it occurs, in order to control the effect on the 

organisation and to put preventative controls in place to prevent a re-

occurrence. 

3. Contingency controls. These control measures are necessary in order to 

ensure the sustainability of the organisation or business area once a risk event 

has occurred, for example, a back-up site that is available if a computer centre 

is flooded. 

 

Question (6)  

List and explain the three basic preference behaviours which can be used to 

determine the link between risk and return in measuring the risk performance of a 

business activity 

The three basic risk preference behaviours, which can be used to determine the link 

between risk and outcome/return are: 

- Risk-indifferent: The attitude towards risk that requires no changes in the 

risk/reward balance in return for an increase in risk. This attitude is usually 

not conducive for taking any risks to enhance the business. 

- Risk-averse: The attitude towards risk that requires an increase in return 

for an increase in risk. This attitude is a conservative approach to risk 

management and usually requires detailed risk analysis before new 

ventures are undertaken. As such the organisation is not prepared to take 

high risks for a potential increase in business/profits. 

- Risk-seeking: The attitude towards risk whereby a decreased return would 

be accepted for an increase in risk. This attitude usually relates to 

speculation and the organisation is prepared to take high risks in return for 

a potentially higher return over a short time period. Due to a lack of 

detailed analysis and the quick reactions to market conditions, the 

organisation might encounter a loss when taking these business risks. 
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Question (8) 

Explain the concept of risk retention 

When risk is not transferred, it is retained, and such retained risk may be funded or 

unfunded. Risk is unfunded and retained when no specific provision is made for the 

financial consequences of a loss. Unfunded retained risks may be divided into the 

following two broad categories: 

1. Risks that are insurable but retained 

2. Risk that are uninsurable 

Generally, the firs category may be characterised by high-frequency/low-impact 

losses. The primary reason why risks are not funded may be that the cost of funding 

the risk, through third-party insurance, often exceeds the perceived benefit to the 

insured. In such cases, although insurance is available, the organisation retains the 

risk and uses internal controls measures to reduce the potential effect of the risk. 

Thus, the main reasons for an organisation’s retention of the risk can be that the risk 

exposure is too expensive to insure/transfer and that the organisation may have 

internal capacity to absorb the risk. In this light, the organisation might achieve 

substantial savings in insurance premiums. 

(A method of self-insurance whereby the organization retains a reserve fund for the 

purpose of offsetting unexpected financial claims." In the insurance world, risk 

retention has an even broader meaning. Simply put, every time your policy calls for a 

deductible, you've retained some of the risk) 

Question (10) 

Discuss five core principles of the operational risk management function of an 

organisation 

 

Question (3 marks) 

List the items that can be classified as risk control and loss prevention expenditure. 

- Staff costs 

- Loss prevention system costs 

- The costs of reporting 

- The cost of reward schemes 

Question (5 marks) 

Illustrate the operational risk management process by means of a diagram 
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Question (10 marks) 

Illustrate the business continuity process by means of a diagram and discuss the 

follow 

- Understanding the organisation 

- Determining the BCM strategy 
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It is important to have a good understanding of the organisation and the 

environment in which it operates. Factors that should be considered in this process 

are: 

- The regulatory environment in which the organisation operates 

- Governance aspects 

- The strategic and business environment 

Determining the BCM strategy 

- The organisation will have more clarity on the threats and vulnerabilities 

that it faces after the BIA has been completed. This will enable 

management to evaluate different business continuity strategies and 

decide on the best strategy for the organisation at an acceptable level of 

operation and within an acceptable timeframe after an interruption. 

Question (10 marks) 

Discuss risk monitoring and list the items a risk monitoring programme would entail. 

Risk monitoring is the operational process whereby the organisation ensures that it is 

operating within its defined risk policies and procedures, and that all the activities of 

the operational risk management process are effective 

Monitoring includes regular management and supervision of activities, as well as 

other actions that employees undertake during the performance of their daily duties. 

It is important that the monitoring of risk involves senior management and that is 

establishes a programme to do the following: 

- Monitor the qualitative assessments and quantitative measurements of 

operational risk exposures. 

- Assess the quality and appropriateness of mitigating actions, including the 

extent to which risks can be transferred 

- Ensure that adequate internal controls, processes and systems are in place 

to identify and address problems on a proactive basis. 

- Ensure the optimum operational risk management process and ensure that 

the cost of risk does not exceed the risk reward 

- Ensure efficient reporting of operational risk management information 

- Ensure the efficiency of operational risk management systems 

- Ensure the efficiency of the operational risk management strategy 

Question (5 marks) 

Highlight the importance and value of an Enterprise Risk Management approach by 

listing 5 ways in which the approach might add value to the success of the 

organisation 
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There are various benefits, which could add value to a successful enterprise risk 

management approach. These potential benefits ensure the following: (choose 5 for 

the question) 

- The organisation has an overview of all the risks it’s facing. 

- There’s adequate information in order to formulate a realistic enterpreise-

wide risk appetite 

- There’s a common understanding of the risk management approach of the 

organisation 

- There’s total involvement of all employees at all  

 

Question (4 marks) 

Explain how interest rate risk is influenced by the government’s policy decisions 

The interest rate is part of a government’s monetary policy to control the money 

supply of a county. When a government wants to dampen down the economy, it is 

likely to seek ways to reduce the money supply. To achieve this government will 

increase the rate or interest (called the repo rate), which is determined by the SARB. 

On the other hand, when government wishes to boost the economy, it  might 

however lower the repo rate, which will leave customer with more money to spend 

on durables and investments. 

 

Question (4 marks) 

Losses can be mapped in terms of frequency and severity and serves as a 

fundamental link between risk evaluation and treatment 

With the above in mind, complete the table below 

Risk quadrant Example of loss Proposed action 

High-frequency/high-
severity 

These losses are usually 
linked to specific 
business. If a trading desk, 
for example, experiences 
a high number of losses 
by investing in high-risk 
shares, management 
must decide whether this 
risk should be avoided or 
not 

Avoid the business and 
the risk 
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High-frequency/low-
severity 

Cheque fraud and card 
fraud 

Internal controls should 
be in place/upgraded, for 
example, security checks 
and segregation of duties 

Low-frequency/high-
severity 

Examples are losses 
resulting from fire, floods, 
robberies and theft 

Third-party insurance 

Low-frequency/low-
severity 

Shortfalls in petty cash Accept as operating loss 

 

 

Question (5 marks) 

Identify four main cost components of risk. Provide examples to elucidate your 

answer 

The cost of risk can be the sum total of the following: 

- Maintenance and management cost 

o These costs are determined by the actual budget allocated to the 

administration of operational risk. This could include operational 

expenses such as the staff costs of operational risk practitioners, 

travel and accommodation expenses, operational risk systems costs, 

external consultancy services and other general expenses. 

- Internal controls and loss prevention expenses 

o Internal controls are regarded as one of the most important risk 

control measures. However, there is a cost involved that could 

include for example, 

▪ The cost of segregation of duties  

▪ The cost of hardware and software for the elimination of 

manual intervention of human errors 

▪ The cost of external evaluation programmes that determine 

the effectiveness of processes and procedures 

▪ The cost of procedure manuals 

▪ The cost of the training of supervisors who implement 

control measures 

o Loss prevention is another way in which operational losses can be 

eliminated or minimised, but it also generates a cost that must be 

taken into account when cost of operational risk is calculated. The 

main cost factors for loss prevention include: 

▪ Staff costs 

▪ Loss prevention systems costs 
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▪ The costs of reporting 

▪ The cost of reward schemes 

- Unreimbursed and unrecovered operational losses 

o All organisations are subject to operational losses. These losses can 

result from various events such as internal and external fraud, 

system failures, negligence and errors, processing problems, and 

incidents beyond the control of the organisation. Insurance against 

all the above mentioned events is not always possible or cost 

effective. Accordingly, there are always losses that the organisation 

must write off in the financial statements as irrecoverable losses. 

Sometimes, recovery of some of the losses is possible by means of 

credit control, legal action or repossessions. However, most of the 

time, the organisation will incur a certain irrecoverable loss. 

- Internal funding 

o Internal funding is a method for the provision of funds for 

predetermined potential losses due to normal operating 

procedures. These losses often fall into the category of high-

frequency/low-impact losses, for example discrepancies with regard 

to the cash of a bank teller, which can happen daily. These losses 

are provided for by the various businesses and are regarded as 

operational losses. Another form of internal funding is the more 

formal approach of self-insurance. Self-insurance can be achieved 

by way of captives. A captives is an insurance company that is 

owned by a parent company, and writes insurance policies mostly 

for that parent company. 

- External insurance premiums 

o These insurance premiums refer to third-party insurance. They 

usually cater for low-frequency/high-impact risk events. In such 

cases, the potential effect of a possible loss event is shared with a 

third party (insurer) at a present cost (premium) to the 

organisation. It is important for risk managers to understand the 

various costs involved in financing operational risk in order to 

ensure that the cost of risk is realistic in comparison to the potential 

rewards and benefits that the organisation can derive from the 

management of the risks. 

 

Question (15 marks) 
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Identify and discuss the four primary operational risk factors that face business 

organisations. In your answer define each primary risk factor and explain its main 

drivers or components. Use examples to highlight your answer 

People 

People risk can be defined as the risk of loss caused internationally or unintentionally 

by an employee (for example, an employee error or employee misdeed). 

- Some operational failures are driven specifically by factors attributable to 

the behaviour of staff members involved. Operational failures caused by 

staff are driven by the following: 

o Error. This refers to errors made in dealing with transactions or 

failure to follow required processes. 

o Fraud. This refers to deliberate action by staff to falsify records, 

valuations or transactions, and is generally due to dishonest 

behaviour. 

o Dependency on key person(s). This refers to situations in which 

there is too great a reliance on an individual, or group of individuals, 

to perform certain functions. Reliance on key staff may expose the 

organisation to a risk of loss in the event that the relevant key 

person leaves the organisation without a suitable replacement 

being in place. 

Systems (technology) 

An organisation faces risk when the systems it chooses are not well designed or 

implemented. Operational risk can also be identified in terms of a risk resulting from 

system failures. This suggests the possibility that systems are vulnerable and can be 

negatively affected by a variety of factors. For example, a bank is exposed to the risk 

of an interruption or slow-down of its existing systems if the electronic banking or 

electronic money system it chooses is not compatible with user requirements. 

Systems risk includes all technology risks, including external pressure such as the risk 

of not keeping up with the progress of changing or developing a technology. 

The proactive preventative measures against typical technology risk exposure are: 

- Physical protection – for example, security measures to prevent theft 

- Functional protection – for example, back-up systems to ensure the 

continued functionality of the systems 

- Data protection – for example, firewalls to prevent viruses 

 

Process 
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A key component of operational risk is the risk of failure inherent in the processing of 

data. This could result in processing failures, such as transactional errors resulting 

from incorrect data input, and reconciliation failures, which refer to procedures or 

controls designed to check for errors or verify operational performance. A proactive 

operational risk function should be able to address the risks involved in the event of 

any changes to, or developments of processes during, for example, joint ventures, 

mergers, and the implementation and changing of new systems, as well as the re-

engineering of processes. The typical process risk factors that must be managed are: 

- Processing of new products and services 

- Processes or recording and reporting 

- Business processes  

- Control processes 

- Processes of establishing new business 

External factors 

External factors, beyond the direct control and influence of the organisation, could 

have an adverse effect on the internal, underlying operational factors (people, 

processes and systems). It is important to understand that reference to external 

events is not intended to include defaults or market factors that would be captured 

under definitions of market and/or credit risk. External fraud is a typical example of 

an external risk factor. However, fraud could also evolve internally from staff 

involvement. Fraud risk is the risk resulting from the illegal actions of an 

organisation’s employees or customers, additional parties to a transaction, or 

outside intruder. 

 

Question (4 marks) 

Distinguish between internal and external operational risk factors. Give an example 

for each 

Internal factors should be reviewed according to a set of three key components: 

Capacity, capability and availability (People, systems, processes). For example, the 

following questions could be asked if operational risk arises from people risk as an 

internal factor: 

- Does the business have enough employees (capacity) to accomplish its 

objectives? 

- Do the employees have the right skills (capability) to perform their duties 

effectively? 

- Will the employees be there when required (availability)? 
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The external factors are analysed in terms of the specific type of external interaction 

with the business of an organisation, for example, customers are external to an 

organisation, but they could influence the business. Another example would be an 

individual, not employed by the organisation, hacking into the systems and causing 

losses. (Business strategy) 

 

Question (6 marks) 

Briefly explain the three main components of credit risk 

- Default risk: This is regarded as the probability that a customer will fail to 

pay back a loan, meaning that the customer is in breach of contract and 

therefore “at fault”. 

- Exposure risk: This relates to the uncertainty surrounding the payment of 

agreed-upon future amounts. According to Chapman (2008: 208), the 

source of this risk lies primarily in market movements. For example, should 

interest rates increase, a borrower might not be able afford the higher 

premiums and will therefore default. 

- Recovery risk: This relates to uncertainty over the possibility of recovering 

the outstanding amounts after a customer defaults on payments. Should a 

bank, for example, fail to recover any outstanding debt, that bank will 

differ a loss due to a credit risk event. 

 

 

Question (5) 

List and explain the cost components that comprise the overall cost of insurance for 

a business organisation 

Insurance cost has the following two components: 

- Direct insurance cost: This is the total of all the insurance premiums and the 

opportunity cost of the funds used to pay the premiums, the tax implications 

of premiums and claims and the cost of capital relative to the value of the 

claims. Statutory insurance premiums, such as workers’ compensation and 

unemployment insurance, reduced with any claims, must also be included. 

- Opportunity cost: The money spent on insurance premiums instead of 

investing those funds to improve production and thereby forego the 

opportunity to generate more profit for the entity. 
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Question (5 marks) 

Highlight three benefits of using a formalised approach to risk assessment in an 

organisation 

- Embedding a risk management culture in the organisation by standardising 

the approach, terminology and processes 

- Becoming more pro-active by identifying and defining not only the 

historical events, but also potential risks and therefore implement controls 

before the even materialise 

- Gaining a better understanding of the risk in the organisation 

 

 

 

Question (8 marks) 

Highlight four guidelines that should be followed for the operational risk 

measurement process to ensure that it provides an appropriate measure of 

operational risk across the organisation 

- Reliability: The data should be validated in order to ensure accurate 

measurement. 

- Auditability: The process of identification and evaluating risk should be 

auditable in order to assure management that the use of data was 

objective and accurate. 

- Objectivity: The measurement of operational risk should be executed 

through the use of standard, objective criteria 

- Consistency: The use of operational risk data should be used in a 

consistent way in order to ensure that different risk profiles of similar 

business areas can be compared. 

- Relevance: The data used to identify operational risk should be relevant to 

the business in order to allow management to make accurate decisions 

based on the risk measurements. 

- Transparency: All the essential operational risk data should be reported 

and assessed in a way that makes the risk management transparent to 

senior managers. 

- Enterprise-wide: Operational risk measures should be designed is such a 

way that the results can be aggregated across the entire organisation, 
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- Completeness: All material operational risks should be identified and 

captured 

 

Question (8) 

Identify and briefly explain the four pillars of a risk control process in an organisation 

- Pillar 1: Organisational structure 

o Organisational have central risk functions that deal with all aspects 

of financial risks, including credit, market, liquidity, technology and 

operational risk. The modern approach regarding risk management 

involves the establishment of a centralised management structure 

as a controlling body within an organisation, in order to ensure 

effective, overall risk management. 

- Pillar 2: Policies and procedures 

o Formal policies and procedures are necessary in order to provide 

consistency and discipline within an organisation, and can also be 

effective in keeping the focus on the organisation’s objectives. 

- Pillar 3: Internal controls 

o As soon as the organisation’s policies and procedures have been 

approved, internal controls should be established in order to ensure 

the implementation and effectiveness of these policies and 

procedures. The Basel Committee states that internal control is a 

process that affects everyone from the board of directors to all 

levels of personnel. It is a continuous operating process at all levels 

within an organisation. 

- Pillar 4: Risk reporting 

o Risk reporting is the process whereby an organisation reports on 

risk internally, through its management information system, and 

externally, to its regulators and shareholders. This an important 

aspect of risk control and should be enhanced in order to ensure 

that the applicable data is available to management for decision 

making. 
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